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In this lecture, we
w present a selection oof different results of aeerobiologiccal research in
whicch the conceentration and distributioon of the po
ollen grains in the atmoosphere are
studiied related to
t phenology, meteorollogical variaables, vegettation and laand use. Th
hese
resullts provide the
t scientific basis to evvaluate the presence off aeroallergeens in the
atmoosphere.
t formatioon and germ
mination of pollen
p
grainns, as well as
a
The pprocesses innvolved in the
their presence annd behaviorr in the atmoosphere dep
pend on extrrinsic factorrs related to
o the
envirronment andd intrinsic factors
f
that cconcern thee biology off the speciess that determ
mines
the pparticularitiees of the pheenological ccycle and flloral development, the rate of pollen
produuction, the characters
c
that
t confer tthe aerovagant capacity
y to the polllen grains,
amonng other feaatures.
In this sense, stuudies that co
ombine pheenology, polllen producttion, long-ddistance tran
nsport
e
o f these studiies, we pressent
and aaerobiologyy are increassingly frequuent. As an example
the reesults of thee works carrried out in tthe center of
o Spain.
ospheric polllen, its dyn
namism or teemporal evoolution and
The cconcentratioons of atmo
particcularly its relationship
r
with atmosspheric cond
ditions are also
a aspectss widely studied
in aeerobiology. Meteorolog
M
gical variablles such as temperature
t
e, solar radiaation or relaative
humiidity are dettermining faactors in thee concentration of polleen because they affect the
development off plants, regu
ulate the dehhiscence off the antherss and therefo
fore cause a
greatter or lesserr release of pollen.
p
Oncce the pollen
n has been released,
r
var
ariables such
h as
the ddirection andd speed of the
t wind andd precipitation determiine its dispeersive capaccity
and iits transportt in the atmo
osphere. Thhere are num
merous papeers that estabblish predicctions
of poollen concenntrations of different poollen types such as grasses, cypressses, olive trees,
etc., using as inddependent variables
v
thee meteorolo
ogical variab
bles and as m
mathematiccal
modeels regressioon s, decisio
on trees, etcc.
graphical disstribution of plants and
d vegetationn allows to
The kknowledge of the geog
deterrmine the orrigin of polllen sources that togetheer with the influence
i
off the

meteorological variables such as the direction of the wind, determine the presence of the
different pollen types in the atmosphere. The flora and vegetation are linked to the
biogeographical and bioclimatic characteristics, and together with the human actions
define the natural and anthropic vegetal landscape of a territory. As an example of the
above mentioned, we present the results of a work carried out in the city of Guadalajara
(central Spain).
In summary, all of these studies provide the scientific basis to evaluate the presence of
aeroallergens in the atmosphere and are very useful for the preventive treatment of
allergies. They allow to predict atmospheric concentrations of allergenic pollen, identify
sources of emission and origin of the pollen grains and as a consequence plan actions in
the urban flora to mitigate the effects of allergies in cities.

